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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
 
English as an international language is very important to learn by all people 
around the word. The public awareness of the importance of learning English is very 
high, especially in Indonesia. In fact, English has been taken as a compulsory subject in 
various levels of Indonesian formal education, such as at school.  
During the internship as an 8
th
 grade English teacher, the writer realized that her 
teaching skills acquired from English Diploma Universitas Airlangga were useful to do 
the tasks given to her. As an English teacher the writer not only taught the students about 
English, but she also needed to organize the class to get the students involved during the 
learning process. The writer realized that appropriate method of teaching is important to 
deliver the lesson effectively to the students.  
Joining the internship made the writer understand that there are rules to obey and 
culture to preserve such as 5S culture (senyum, salam, sapa, santun, and saleh) in working 
environment. In addition, as a teacher, the writer should also understand about curriculum 
set by the ministry of education. The internship gave the writer experiences that she had 
never imagined before. The writer learnt about managing time, setting goal and 
improving her teaching ability. For example, the writer always obey the working hours of 
school and prepared well all the things that would be given to the students when she 
started to teach the class. Those were worth moments that are useful for the writer to 
develop her skill in her future. 
Therefore, the internship program could help the writer to practice her teaching 
skills that she had learned in English Diploma especially in teaching major. Although in 
the beggining of teaching and learning process the writer was nervous enough but she felt 
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the internship program was very useful to improve her ability in teaching before she 
becomes a real teacher in the formal education or informal education.  
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